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ABSTRACT
Conflict-free Replicated Datatypes can simplify the design
of predictable eventual consistency. They can be classified
into state-based or operation-based. Operation-based approaches have the potential for allowing compact designs in
both the sent message and the object state size, but current approaches are still far from this objective. Here we
explore the design space for operation-based solutions, and
we leverage the interaction with the middleware by offering
a technique that delivers very compact solutions, while only
broadcasting operation names and arguments.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In distributed databases [4], data replication can improve
system performance and fault tolerance, but also impact the
exposed level of data consistency. Offering the users the
impression of an always-available single consistent copy is
not easy in the presence of partitions among the replicas [5].
As partitions, communication failures and topology changes
are deemed to occur in all but the smallest systems, and
since losing availability is normally not an option, developers
have successfully explored relaxed consistency models [3],
such as eventual consistency [10, 1].
In eventually consistent systems, data replicas are allowed
to diverge; however, this divergence can be tracked so that,
eventually, replicas can be reconciled into a common consistent state. In particular, causal consistency makes sure
that each replica has access to all the operations that can
influence its state. It is also proven, in [7], that no consistency stronger than causal consistency can be provided in
an always-available system that eventually converges.
Crafting, by hand, correct merge functions that can reconcile divergent replicas is costly and error prone, and errors
can compromise eventual consistency. Merge functions depend on the particular semantics of the concrete datatype
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the replica is storing. For instance, in a replicated counter
that is subject to increment operations, the objective of the
merge would be to account for all distinct increment operations known to the replicas being merged. Conflict-free replicated datatypes (CRDTs) [8, 9] offer a model for designing
correct replicated datatypes that are always-available and
are guaranteed to eventually converge once all operations
are known to all replicas.
CRDTs have two complementary designs: (a) Operationbased CRDTs ship each received operation to all replicas,
typically via reliable causal broadcast to ensure causal consistency. Replicas converge as long as all concurrent operations are allowed to be received in any order. (b) State-based
CRDTs ship full state payloads, resulting from applying operations to a local replica state, and have a commutative,
associative, and idempotent merge function that deterministically reconciles any two replica states. In mathematical
terms, state-based CRDTs define a least upper bound, over
a join-semilattice.
There is a trade-off between the above two approaches.
Operation-based CRDTs can allow for simpler implementations and a simpler replica state, while requiring more guaranties from the message dissemination layer, namely, reliable
causal broadcast. In contrast, state-based CRDTs require
more complex states, i.e., storing more meta-data; however,
they support ad-hoc dissemination of states, and can handle
duplicate and out-of-order delivery of state payloads once
merged at the destination replicas, without breaking causal
consistency.
However, the current definition of operation-based CRDTs
is very relaxed and allows for implementations that send extra information beyond to what is needed to identify an operation, e.g., sending sets of unique element identifiers when
propagating a remove operation in an observed-removed set.
This, makes it confusing to distinguish the difference between the two models, and imposes a notable source of inefficiency induced by this additional information.
In this work we will focus on improving the current model
of operation-based CRDTs by leveraging the causal metadata already present in most reliable causal delivery broadcast protocols [2, 6]. The resulting model allows the exchange of small messages (only operation name and arguments) and a very compact state at the replicas. The work
includes the following contributions:
• Defining a stricter version of operation-based CRDTs,
that uses small messages which encode the operation
name and possible arguments. Hereby denoted as pure
operation-based CRDTs.

• Identifying which datatypes are possible, and which
are not, in the pure model, over off-the-shelf reliable
broadcast implementations.
• Defining an extended API for reliable causal broadcast
that leverages existing metadata and makes it available
to the CRDT developer. Denoted as tagged reliable
causal broadcast.
• Defining simple pure-operation based models over the
tagged reliable broadcast support, that make it possible to define new datatypes deemed to be impossible
over standard middleware. These simple models allow a clear description of the concurrency semantics of
each datatype.
• Introducing an efficient compacting technique that allows for implementations of non-trivial datatypes with
a very compact replica state.
• Implementing compact pure operation based CRDTs
for sets with add-wins concurrent semantics and Dynamo style multi-value registers.
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